Golightly Associates

What We Do
Presentation Training
Millicent trained at a leading drama school in London where she worked with professionals to develop:
Voice - accents, RP, pronunciation, projection, resonance, inflections, delivery and phonetics which she uses as a tool to help
clients when delivering presentations, speeches and chairing meetings.
Milli has been working with Architects for the past 4 years to produce and deliver not only high standard and professional talks but pitches that will be remembered. She targets the below to
establish this:
The strength of your opening and closing, content, costume, delivery, emotional connection, holding an audience, fluidity, style of delivery, pause, humour (where appropriate), speed, movement, how to hold yourself, how to work as a group, listening, hard hitting, standing out against competitors, information, goals, targets and story telling. She runs sessions that are designed as
bespoke workshops to the needs of her clients and company.

“One Hour Talk” on Presentation Tips
This is a one hour workshop on top tips on presenting. It also offers a tool kit to staff of points to hit in order to give a strong and memorable presentation. It teaches participants exercises they
can use to get better at presenting in the short term.

Chairing Meetings and Networking
During this session we will do exercises that simulate chairing meetings and networking scenarios. This programme is deigned to help Architects have more impact in the industry as
professionals. It lends them a tool kit that they can pull from for the rest of their professional life to unlock their full potential while networking and at meetings.

Coaching
Milli trained with Animas to qualify as a transformational coach and helps people work to their full potential and motivates
individuals to aim high.
Working one on one with staff members to design and implement personal and professional goals and targets depending on the clients specific strengths and weaknesses.
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Price List
Presentation Training Workshops
2X 3 hour sessions in groups of 6-8 at your offices £2500 per group
One on one sessions £150 per hour

“One Hour Talk” on Presentation Tips
1X1 hour session with unlimited capacity at your offices £550

Chairing Meetings and Networking
1X2 hour session in groups of up to 15 people £1000 per group

Coaching
One on one sessions £150 per hour or £800 for 6 sessions
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